
MAGILINE  INVENTS
THE    SMART

SWIMMING  POOL



iMAGI AN INNOVATIVE HOME AUTOMATION 
SOLUTION

iMAGI is the first fully integrated and connected solution 
which brings home automation to the world of pool and 
garden.

The system is composed of sensors and probes, a control 
box which regulates the pump, water treatment and filter 
systems, numerous COMFORT functional features and 
an optional Internet app to access and manage all the 
settings of your pool remotely.

iMAGI takes into account all the  climatic, biological and 
chemical factors that affect the condition of the water 
and the pool in order to automatically adjust and regulate 
them.

MAGILINE INVENTS THE SMART SWIMMING         POOL, 0 STRESS, 100% PLEASURE

A swimming pool which 
AUTOMATICALLY MANAGES 

THE WATER TEMPERATURE

A swimming pool which 
CONSTANTLY CONTROLS 

THE WATER LEVEL

 A swimming pool 
which is MORE 
ECONOMICAL 



iMAGI AT YOUR SERVICE

No effort, no maintenance, no cleaning, no monitoring of 
various settings; every aspect of pool management becomes 
automatic. iMAGI takes care of everything: you simply enjoy.

iMAGI makes everything simpler: with control via an intuitive 
interface, the system takes care of everything for you. Your 
pool becomes something to enjoy, with new capabilities too: 
against-the-current swimming, spa-therapy style environment 
with lighting and ambient music…

The times are changing and tomorrow’s swimming pool is 
completely stress-free ...

A matter of generation

MAGILINE INVENTS THE SMART SWIMMING         POOL, 0 STRESS, 100% PLEASURE

A swimming pool which 
CLEANS ITSELF ON ITS OWN

A swimming pool which 
RESPONDS AT THE TOUCH 
OF A FINGER

A swimming pool with HEALTHIER 
AND ODOURLESS WATER

YA swimming pool with 
REMOTE MANAGEMENT

A swimming pool which 
is SELF-SUFFICIENT ALL 
YEAR ROUND 



A swimming pool with 
HEALTHIER AND ODOURLESS 
WATER  
Whatever the circumstances iMAGI treats the pool water 
without any effort from you, even while you are bathing.

Precise and automatic disinfection of your pool (regulation 
of pH and chlorine levels), using an amperometric sensor and  
ammeter probe to control the chlorine and the filtration time 
according to the air and water temperature... to ensure that you 
get the highest quality water without any unpleasant odours. 

Magiline has developed this exclusive treatment to meet the 
same standards as provided by the technology in public pools. 

A swimming pool 
which IS SELF-CLEANING 
Maintenance is a thing of the past: the fully independent robot 
uses an integrated FX pump (Magiline patent) to take care of  
everything for you.

iMAGI, a programmable solution combined with a filtration 
system that frees you from the everyday tasks of cleaning your 
swimming pool. No hassle, just enjoyment… 
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A swimming pool which 
AUTOMATICALLY MANAGES 

THE WATER TEMPERATURE 
Simply choose your desired water temperature,  the heat pump 
and the water heating system will respond to your preferences 
and guarantee you the perfect temperature for swimming.

The ECO mode enables you to avoid unnecessarily heating 
your pool when it is not in frequent use. 

A swimming pool which 
CONSTANTLY CONTROLS THE 

WATER LEVEL
You no longer need to monitor the water level of your pool, 
iMAGI automatically refills it for you as necessary.

During very hot spells or periods of heavy rainfall, for very 
substantial or very infrequent use, iMAGI  collects all the 
necessary information and will adapt and adjust the pool 
settings automatically to ensure that the water level stays 
constant.

You are free from the stress of having to monitor or adjust the 
water level. 
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A swimming pool which is 
MORE ECONOMICAL    
iMAGI hates waste and offers intelligent «ECONOMY» modes: 
adapting and optimizing settings constantly according to  
external conditions and factors. Consumption is controlled 
to the highest level of accuracy,  with reduced use of water, 
energy, and disinfectants ... and increased respect for the 
environment.

And thanks to the closed circuit and patented Magiline 
filtration system, no unnecessary water is wasted. The need for 
the addition of water is only due to  evaporation and use of the 
pool during bathing. 

A swimming pool which is 
SELF-SUFFICIENT ALL
YEAR ROUND   
You no longer have to adapt your pool for the winter season 
and can  use and enjoy it throughout the year , it is a pleasure 
to the eye: the pool fits in perfectly with your garden in every 
season.  

The iMAGI system takes care of your pool all year round and 
intelligently  manages all settings even during heavy frosts.
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A swimming pool which 
RESPONDS AT THE TOUCH 

OF A FINGER   
You can activate the «against the current swimming» function, 
the «spa» mode, control the lighting, choose your musical 
ambience, or even water your garden… All the powers of your 
Magiline pool become accessible simply and intuitively using 
the touch screen of your control box or the remote control in 
your pool itself.    

iMAGI will quickly become your home automation partner, 
managing every function of your pool and garden.  

A pool with 
REMOTE MANAGEMENT  

You can remotely view and adjust all the important features of 
your pool using your smart phone, your tablet or your computer: 
temperature, cleaning, water treatment, and lighting…
Do you want to remotely access your pH and chlorine levels, 
view a 3-day weather report, measure the water or air 
temperature, or know the position of your shutters? Would you 
like to prepare your pool so that you can  enjoy it as soon as 
you arrive home?

All it takes is an Internet connection and the iMAGI app, free 
of charge and without a subscription, to enable you to stay 
connected to your pool at all times. 
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Piscines Magiline, the unique know-how of a French designer and creator
tailor-made swimming pools, customized, fully equipped,

The sole bearer of the «Origine France Garantie» label 

For more information about the iMAGI offers,
please contact us

Dealership stamp

Piscines MAGILINE - 3 rue du Labourat ZI des Ecrevolles - 10000 TROYES FRANCE
French limited company with capital of €1,103,800

 RCS Troyes 439 450 933 - NAF 364Z - TVA FR 09439450933

The manufacture of the materials we use  is constantly evolving. Visual representations in this catalogue are for information purposes 
only and are not contractually binding. Our dealers and partners are legally independent companies operating in their own name and 
on their own behalf. Piscines MAGILINE does not sell directly to individual customers nor does it install its products. Any reproduction or 
representation, even partial, using any process whatsoever, of the pages published in this catalog is illegal and constitutes counterfeit. RC
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